Publication Committee, report 2011

IAML Publications are *Fontes*, Website, IAML-L and Newsletter.

The Board has decided to discontinue the Newsletter in its present form. Instead, the content will partly be implemented on the website.

In the future the site will be managed by a technical webmaster (Gabriele Gamba) and a Web Content Manager, who has not been nominated yet. The Web content manager will receive the honorarium that was attributed to the newsletter editor before.

The website is a shop window of IAML. Therefore the board decided to install a working group called "Website development". The Chair of the working group will be Clemens Cresser.

We like to encourage especially young colleagues to become a member of this working group. We would like to have representatives from at least the three official languages English, German and French.

*Fontes*

Electronic *Fontes* is on a good way. Tomorrow Jim Cassaro will present a project for the publication of electronic journals at Pittsburgh University to the PubCom. After that we will discuss if this system could be a possibility for the publication of *Fontes*.

The Board decided that Recent publications in music should be an independent IAML publication. In addition to that it will be considered if recent Publicaion could be of even more use to IAML members and the public if it is turned a searchable database.

Everybody interested in the Web manager job or in the working groups or in working as corresponding editor for the website shouldn't hesitate to contact me during the week or later.

Thanks to Gabriele, Bonna, Maureen, Gerry and all review editors, editorial board members.